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Airborne Hyperspectral Imagery (HSI) for Emissions Mapping
• Emissions source sectors are closely located in urban
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environments, complicating source attribution
– Inventories require a priori information about emission
factors by source type and geographical locations of
facilities – urban areas may have undiscovered sources
– Many trace gases and cities lack bottom-up inventories

• Airborne HSI allows rapid scanning of large areas to
detect fugitive emissions at high enough spatial
resolution to resolve individual emitters in the scene
– Resulting emissions maps can act as a bridge between
inventories and ambient/column measurements
– Directly measures the emissions plume: provides facilitylevel data to compare to inventories and chemical footprints
to assimilate into background observations and models
– Quantification of column densities and emission rates
possible with meteorological fields (via mass balance)

Map of CH₄ sources near the port of LA
(from the Vista-LA dataset, Carranza et al. 2017)
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Measuring Trace Gas Plumes from Airborne Platforms
Remote sensing measurements that provide 2D maps

MAHI

• Instrumentation
– MAHI: mid-IR pushbroom scanner, 7.6 km2 min-1 (2-m pixels, 7kft AGL)
sensitive to carbon monoxide, alkanes
– Mako: longwave IR whisk-broom scanner, 32 km2 min-1 (2-m pixels)
sensitive to ammonia, methane, alkenes, CFCs

• Trace gas measurements

Mako

– Background column between aircraft and surface removed from the signal
using a radiative transfer model
– Plume retrieval with Adaptive Coherence Estimator (ACE) filter
– Geolocation (latitude, longitude, altitude) of image pixels from on-board GPS

• Spatial Analytics
– Source of plumes determined based on signal strength and plume geometry
– Source identified by matching geolocation to publicly available info and
verified with thermal image and on-board context camera

• Ground-truth with controlled releases using Portable Plume Generator
– Test detection limits or spectral interference of multiple gases
– Validation of mass-balance approach to plume quantification

MAHI
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Discovering Emissions
Ammonia slip from NOx emission control system at gas-fired power plant
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Mako scanned this 52 km2 area in 2.3 min
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Differentiating between Sources
Carbon monoxide from various source types
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Determining Persistent Emitters
Methane leaks from Heavy Duty Vehicle Natural Gas refueling stations
Leak observed 3x within 20 min,
with a consistent plume footprint
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Mako Context Camera

Leak from the same
source observed 6 days
later, seen 10x times
while scanning at ~10 min
intervals

Leak observed from a different site
of the same source type

After 1.5 hours, leak
disappeared (or fell below
detection limit)
Imagery/Map data ©2017 Google
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Identifying Small Point Sources
Mako
2-m GSD

(Tratt et al. 2018,
Proc. SPIE)
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Thank you!
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